Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Adrian Parrish

Theme

Session date

April 2015

Team/Age Group

U13 and above

Playing into Space - Working on timing of Runs and Passes in behind the defenders to exploit the space

NOTES
Duration:

Click to insert session diagram

8-10 Mins

Repetitions:

3-4

Activity
Intensity:

Medium

Recovery
Time:

30 secs

Groups of 3 or 4 players
Grids are 26 yard long x 12 yard wide. Place two players on the outside and one or two players in
the middle
Ball starts on one end of the grid and is played to the middle player who lays in back at an angle
for the ball to be played across to the other side. The middle player than moves to support the
pass.
Add two players in the middle, when the ball is played into the middle, they play a give and go
before playing out the other side.

Duration:

15-20 Mins

Repetitions:

3-4

Activity
Intensity: Medium/High

Recovery
Time:

40 secs

3v3 or 4v4 in a 35 x 20 yard grid With a 5 yard end zone at each end.
Teams score by playing a ball into the end zone for a player to meet the ball on the run
Players can not be standing in the end zone and the ball must enter before they do
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Coaching Points
Timing of the run into the space - Don't go to early
Weight of the pass into the space, lead the player into the area they need to run into
Disguise the pass, can you improvise by playing with the outside of the foot or curling it.
Read the defenders positioning, play ball through the gaps or over the top.
Duration:
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25 mins

Repetitions:

4-5

Activity
Intensity:

High

Recovery
Time:

40 secs

5 Attackers versus 6 Defenders plus a Keeper
Play on a 55 x 42 yard wide grid
Place an offside line half-way down the attacking half
The attacking team attempts to score on the big goal and make runs to break the offside line
Defending team scores by dribbling through the counter goals over the halfway line.
Coaching Points
Encourage the attacking team to keep circulating the ball and be patient, don't force the the pass
Weight of pass and timing of the supporting runs.

Duration:
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20 mins

Repetitions:

2-3

Activity
Intensity:

Medium

Recovery
Time:

40 secs

9v9 game with FIFA Rules including offside and corners
The team you have been working with plays in a 1-3-2-3
Use the players in the positions that you placed them during Stage III of the session.
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